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Abstract. Recommendation system plays an important role in the digital world, since it helps to find users interest.  

Collaborative filtering is the widely used algorithms in recommendation systems due to its simplicity and efficiency. 

However, when the user rating data is sparse, which leads to generate unreasonable recommendations for those users 

who provide no ratings. Faced with these problems, the proposed Blockchain based Privacy Preserving Recommenda-

tion System (BPPRS) model is built using a new collaborative filtering algorithm for recommendation by combining 

the Jaccard Similarity and Triangle Similarity (JSTS). Using the values calculated from JSTS, an item similarity matrix 

is constructed in order to find the zero rated users so that the item name of these users are recommended to the particu-

lar user who are closely similar. The experimental result shows that the proposed model mitigates the sparseness of the 

information. Further, the BPPRS model is enabled by the use of Blockchain technology to generate the hash value for 

each of the items recommended to the user; previous hash value is used for current recommended items hash value and 

stored in different blocks. The encryption of the data ensures the secure recommendation and also the use of MECDSA 

makes it a better trap door function. 
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1. Introduction 

Recommendation systems find the user's interested things among an enormous amount of digital information. When user 

prefers for a specific product or an item, the Recommendation System come into play where the similar choices between two 

or more user are recommended to each other. Recommender systems usually make use of either content-based filtering or 

collaborative filtering. Content based filtering [4] methods support the overview of an item and the profile of the user‟s prefe-

rences. Content based recommenders treat recommendation as a user specific classification problem and learn a classifier for 

the user‟s interest and needs supported by an item's features. The recommendation is made based on the type of content the 

user prefers. The ratings given for similar content of the same category which they have preferred earlier by the user, that 

content is preferred to the particular user. Collaborative filtering [9],[22] CF is used to generate recommendations. It can be 

categorized into user-based CF and item-based CF. In Collaborative Filtering, items are recommended based to other user‟s 

with similar preferences and favourites to these items [7]. Collaborative filtering represents the user-item as a rating matrix. 

The goal of a privacy preserving recommendation system is to preserve users privacy by hiding their ratings from other us-

ers.. In order to secure the datas, the Data Privacy can be achieved. The Data Privacy ensure whether the user‟s data is not 

shared with the third party. It can be achieved by encryption, shuffling and suspension. The Digital Signature can be used to 

encrypt the data of the user. 

2. Motivation  

Recommendation systems cause the information overload and data sparsity problem due to the large volume of information. 

The user‟s data on the Recommendation System is not encrypted [2] which can be shared with the third party so the Digital 

Signature can be adopted to authenticate the users. The user may provide incorrect ratings or may not give any ratings as 

they believe that their profiles are being exposed. The organization acquires data about the rating preferences of many users 

and these data‟s could be transferred to third parties. Major Contributions: We aim to present an architecture that combines 

the Jaccard and Triangle Similarity which is used to calculate the similarity values. The recommendation is based on the si-

milarity calculation between the user‟s by comparing the items. Recommendation of items to user is based on the similarity 

values calculated. Items of the similarity user‟s is recommend to the particular user‟s which are closely similar.Instead of 

generating the signatures for a group, the hash function can be computed for each user in their respected cluster. When stor-

ing it to a Blockchain, the previous hash value is used for current recommended items hash value and stored in different 

blocks. The signature should also prove that the item of the private key, who is by implication the item of the recommended 

user, has authorized which cluster they belong. Organisation of this Work: In the next section, we present the related work 

on recommendation system based on collaborative filtering and privacy preserving systems are thus discussed. The current 

techniques with respect to Blockchain based privacy preserving system is identified and described. Then, we present our 

proposed BPPRS model and the implementation of our work. Afterward, we present some experimental results with a con-

clusion of our work. 
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Related work: Collaborative filtering approaches build a model from a user's past behaviour also as similar decisions made 

by other users. To determine the user‟s similarity, Pearson correlation coefficient is computed [4]. Pearson correlation coeffi-

cient does not rely on privacy issues as there is a leakage of data. [23] Web service recommendation approach, such that time 

aware user-based and service-based QoS predictions are made. In this system, the QoS properties evaluate the values pro-

vided by the user‟s and does not cover the privacy issue of the user. [18] Proposed a Web Service Recommendation using 

PCC based Collaborative Filtering in which it makes use of Pearson Correlation Coefficient that produces a better value for 

QoS prediction for web services. [24] Proposed a k-nearest neighbour graph which considers both the preprocessing time and 

the query processing time. Here, it constructs the recommendation systems based on KNN based on Collaborative Filtering 

with cosine similarity and thus results in 64% of accuracy. [25] Proposed an item based collaborative filtering with slope one 

and nearest neighbour prediction in which it gives almost 92% of accuracy. [22] Proposed a new collaborative filtering ap-

proach with k-means clustering. The usage of clustering technology requires a session file and transaction file which can eas-

ily be hacked. [9] Proposed a novel recommendation system using the advantages of block-chain supported secure multi-

party computation. A typical fraud is conducted by creating dummy profiles to manipulate the desirability of items and prod-

ucts. [5] Proposed a unique classification based shilling attack detection protocol in which the unauthorized profiles in arbi-

trarily distributed configurations are analysed without compromising the privacy of collaborating parties. [11]proposed a 

Blockchain based authentication key exchange protocol which is based on one-way hash function. The usage of one-way 

hash function proves that it is more secure and flexible. [13] proposed different approaches for building a recommendation 

system. The recommendations generated for an intended user should be available only to that user, server should not learn 

about predicted ratings of any item for the specific user. A typical fraud is conducted by creating dummy profiles to manipu-

late the desirability of items and products. 

3. BPPRS model 

Collaborative Filtering algorithm constructs similarity matrix to predict target ratings by finding user sets or item sets 

similar to target user‟s or items. From the Fig. 1, by combining Jaccard similarity and triangle similarity, a new similarity 

calculation method is proposed to improve the accuracy of the rating. After calculating similarity, the zero rated users are 

identified the items of both user‟s. Recommendation of items to user is based on the similarity values calculated. Items of 

the similar user is recommended to the particular user who are closely similar. The proposed Multiple Elliptic Curves Digi-

tal Signature Algorithm (MECDSA), detects the unauthorized data and the authentication of the user. 

 

 

 
 

FIGURE 1. BPPRS Model 

 

A digital signature uses both the functions of hash and public key cryptography. Firstly, using the functions of hash, the 

hash value is created. Then the hash value is encrypted which has been created using users key and thus leads to the genera-

tion of signature. In this BPPRS model, the usage of multiple elliptic curve digital signatures algorithm makes it more se-

cure and efficient.  
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Item Recommendation: Firstly, the extraction of user ID and item ID is used to cluster the item user IU matrix, divide 

the user into corresponding clusters, and then label each user to identify the cluster they belong to by using a User ID. The 

feature extraction is also performed to construct a new user group UG matrix. The new matrix is constructed using the item 

as the row and the user‟s cluster as the column. In the matrix, each element represents a group of user‟s belonging to the 

same cluster and rating the same item. The new user group matrix mitigates the sparsity of the original matrix rating data. 

Combining Jaccard similarity and Triangle Similarity (JSTS), a new similarity calculation method is proposed to improve the 

accuracy of the rating. Triangle similarity considers common rating user‟s or items and does not work well when used alone. 

Therefore, the Jaccard similarity performs well in the similarity calculations of no common rating user‟s or items. Hence, 

combining the triangle similarity with Jaccard similarity, a new similarity is constructed. Therefore, an improved similarity 

calculation method is proposed 

 

Sim(user1,user2)=
 (user 1∗user 2)

  (user 1∗user 1)∗  (user 2∗user 2)
 (1) 

  
 

 

From Equation 1, the similarity values between the users should be calculated for all the items in the data. The Summa-

tion of user1*user2, user1*user1 and user2*user2 are the values derived from the ratings of user 1 and 2. The Items are rec-

ommended to the other users of the clusters by performing rate prediction only after clustering the items. Combination of 

Triangle and Jaccard Similarity, the user group UG matrix is constructed based on item_user IU matrix to calculate the simi-

larity between two different items to perform rate prediction on items for the users of each cluster. Find the zero rated users 

from the item similarity matrix and insert into ratings table of the SQLyog database. Extract the item ID for zero rated user. 

Recommend the corresponding item name of the item ID that has been extracted to the user ID that they belong to. 

Secure Recommendation: The items are recommended to the users of each group are given as input message (M) to the 

SHA1PRNG hash function as illustrated in the Fig. 2. The SHA1PRNG generates a unique 256 bit hash code which is 

termed as Message Digest H(M). In MECDSA, the sender chooses the number of curve and the parameters of the curves as 

(Ai,Bi). After this, the sender chooses t random numbers k𝑖∈[1, Ni ] as a private key, and computes the temporary public key 

TKi. The private key of sender (PvKi), Temporary Public Key (TKi) and Message Digest H(M) is given as input to the sign-

ing operation of MECDSA in which the R and Si are computed. Therefore the Digital Signature (R,Si) can be obtained as 

output through the MECDSA. 

 

FIGURE 2. Flow Diagram for Signature Generation 

 

The hash values generated by the Digital Signature are used to store the data in blocks of the Blockchain. Blockchain 

Technology has a broad set of features which helps in preserving the privacy of the user. The block is like a link in the chain 

of a system where it stores the records of the transaction. Therefore the Blockchain technology is adopted to store the hash 

value for each of the items recommended to the user; previous hash value is used for current recommended items hash value 

and stored in different blocks. Therefore, these hash values are used to recommend the items to the users in a secure manner.  

ITEM 

(M) 
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Implementation: This section describes the implementation of the BPPRS model. The experimental setup is made with 

all the default packages and the library files are imported. The extraction of user ID and item ID is done and a matrix gener-

ated for which the similarity calculation and zero rated users are identified. The signatures are generated for each recommen-

dations and they are stored in a Blockchain. 

Experimental Setup:  The experimental setup is made with all the default packages and the library files are imported. 

The Front end and Back end connectivity are established to build the recommendation system. The Front end connectivity is 

established using Net beans and Java package with all the default library files. The Back end connectivity is established using 

SQLyog database with all the necessary library files to establish a Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) connection. 

Extraction and Matrix Generation: A user.csv dataset is used where it consists of 6000 ratings from 300 users on 20 

items. The dataset contains the user ID, item ID, item name, rating, and the type of customer. In this dataset at least 20 items 

each user rated. The dataset consists of the ratings of 20 dishes given by 300 users from 5 different kinds of cities. This mod-

ule extract the item ID and the user ID separated by a „,‟.  Further they are stored onto the SQLyog as a table. Initializing the 

item_user IU matrix  for item iwhere i=(1,2,…n) and for cluster jwhere j=(1,2,…k).Then find all users who have rated item i. 

Later, save the corresponding user to the corresponding IU[i,j] according to the cluster label to which the user belongs. Algo-

rithm 1 describes the generation of user group matrix. The matrix generation stage includes the clustering of the data‟s based 

upon the user ID. Based upon the type of customer, the clustering is done. For example, user 1 and user 8 belongs to Chen-

nai, so they are grouped under cluster 1 and user  2 and user 6 belongs to Coimbatore, so they are grouped under cluster 2. 

Similarly Madurai, Trichy and Tirunelveli are grouped as Cluster 3, Cluster 4 and Cluster 5 respectively. 

 

Algorithm 1: User-Group Algorithm 

Building user group matrix (UG) from excel file (user.csv). 

Input: user.csv file, A MATRIX 

Output: user group matrix (UG). 

1. Begin 

2. Import (user.csv) file and store content in an array (item_user IU). //such that no. of rows equals to user file rows and first 

column contain user id second column is item id and last column is type of customer. 

3. Alldata[i]=IU[i] ,tempitem=Alldata[1] and item[0]=tempitem. 

4. If (items[i].equals(tempitem)) = Alldata[i++] // to check whether the item ID of tempitem already exists in item array. 

5. Similarly proceed with extraction of user ID from IU. 

6. Initializing UG matrix with zeros. 

7. If (items[i].equals(Alldata[1]) && users[i].equals(Alldata[0])) do 

8. UG [i][i]=Alldata[3]; // store the ratings of user 1 for all 20 items. 

       9.    End 

 

Similarity Calculations: By the use of  Combining Triangle and Jaccard Similarity, the similarity of item i and item j of 

matrix Mn×k is calculated and then store the similarity in S[i,j] and S[j,i]. Algorithm 2 describes the generation of item simi-

larity matrix from the clustered matrix UG by evaluating the combination of Jaccard and Triangle similarity calculation. For 

each of the user‟s in the clusters, the similarity calculations are made and the values are stored in SQLyog database. 

 

Algorithm 2: Similarity Calculation 

Construct user based similarity matrix. 

Input: User Group matrix UG. 

Output: Item Similarity matrix SM. 

1. Begin 

2. Group the users (g) from the UG. 

3. If UG [i][j] .equals (g) do // where i is user ID and j is Item ID. 

4. Calculate the summation of ratings between two users and also within the user. 

5. Initialize the item similarity matrix SM; 

6. For item i from i = 1 to n - 1 do 

7. For item j from j = i + 1 to n do 

8. Calculate the similarity between two users from Equation (1). 

9. Store the similarity in SM [i, j] and SM[j,i]. 

10. End for 

11.  End for 
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Zero rated users: The items are recommended to the user by finding the zero rated users through similarity calculation. 

The similarity between different users of each cluster is calculated in the item similarity matrix SM. As described in the Al-

gorithm 3, find the zero rated users from the item similarity matrix and insert into ratings table of the SQLyog database. Ex-

tract the item ID for zero rated user. Recommend the corresponding item name of the item ID that has been extracted to the 

user ID that they belong to. 

 

Algorithm 3: Recommendation of items 

Find the zero rated users from the item similarity matrix. 

Input: Item similarity matrix (SM). 

Output: Recommendation of items that have not been reviewed by users. 

1. Begin 

2. Retrieve the similarity values for target user with all items in the SM matrix. 

3. Find the zero rated users from the SM matrix and extract the item ID. 

4. Retrieve the item name for the extracted item ID from the SQLyog database. 

5. Recommend the retrieved item name to the corresponding user that they belong. 

6.   End 

 

Signature Generation: The items are recommended to the users of each cluster are given as input message (M) to the 

SHA1PRNG hash function as illustrated in the Algorithm 4. The SHA1PRNG generates a unique 256 bit hash code which is 

termed as Message Digest H (M). When there is a change in the recommendation, then there will be a change in the hash 

codes. The elliptic curve is used to generate the private keys and public keys. The point of origin (P i) is randomly selected 

from an order Ni (number of points on curve) which is called as reference point. Generate a random prime number from Pi 

where Pi<Ni called as the private key (PvKi). Choose a random number ki. A temporary public key TKi=Pi*ki is calculated 

using the point of multiplication. The tangent from Pi intersects at a new point on the curve of order N i. This new point is 

symmetric point from Pi and are computed for private times. The addition of all the symmetric points gives the point of mul-

tiplication. The coordinates of TKi is (Ai,Bi) in which Ai is taken as the Ri of signature. In which R=R1+R2+R3+…+Rt of the 

signing operation. From Equation 2, the Si can be calculated. 

 

Si=ki
-1

(H(M)+PvKi*R)mod Ni     (2) 

 

Where ki
-1

 is the modular multiplicative inverse of ki which is calculated from (ki
-1

*ki)modNi=1, hash code H(M), private 

key of sender PvKi and R of the signature. The resulting (R,Si) gives the digital signature generated through MECDSA. 

 

Algorithm 4: Signature Generation 

Creating a signature using MECDSA. 

Input: Items recommended (M). 

Output: Digital Signature (R,Si). 

1. Begin 

2. Generate Message Digest H(M), 256 bit hash code using SHA1PRNG. 

3. Choose a random point on the curve as the point of origin Pi from an order Ni. 

4. Generate a random prime number from Pi where Pi<N called as the private key (PvKi) and choose a random number ki. 

5. Calculate temporary public key Tki=Pi*ki for private times using the point of multiplication and consider the x-coordinate 

of Tki as Ri of the signature where R= R1+R2+R3+…+Rt. 

6. Calculate modular multiplicative inverse of ki from (ki
-1

*ki)modNi=1. 

7. Calculate Si of the signature from the equation 6.1. 

8. Return (R,Si). 

              9.    End 

 

Thus the BPPRS model has been implemented successfully. The experimental setup is made in which the similarity cal-

culation and zero rated users are identified. The signature generations are made for each of the recommended items and are 

stored in Blockchain. 
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4. results and discussions 

The implementation of BPPRS model was built with the following steps that have been discussed earlier. The result of 

the BPPRS model was discussed in this chapter with the procedural format. Load the csv file and obtain the input bytes 

from the file. Further read each text from the input byte. The user ID, Item ID, Item name, Rating and type of customer are 

extracted from the dataset and viewed in the application which are separated by “,”. The entire 300 user ID‟s for each 20 

items are displayed in a total of 6000 records. The items for each user ID‟s are examined and are stored in a separated 

string. These item ID‟s are uploaded to the SQLyog database. The main motive of extracting the item ID is they are helpful 

in building the item user IU matrix. The same procedure is carried out for the extraction of user ID‟s as done in the Extract 

Item. In order to know the number of user‟s from the 6000 records, this process is done. Therefore we have 300 user ID‟s 

from 6000 records. Further, the extracted user ID‟s and Item ID‟s are stored into the SQLyog database. The item name 

along with the item ID is stored as a separate table in the database so that during the recommendation, the item names are 

used instead of item ID‟s. Fig. 3. illustrates the clustering of user‟s from the extracted items and users. The clustering is 

done based upon the type of customer they belong to. The type of the customer portrays the location where they belong. 

The users are divided into 5 types of clusters namely Chennai, Coimbatore, Madurai, Trichy and Tirunelveli are grouped as 

Cluster 1, Cluster 2, Cluster 3, Cluster 4 and Cluster 5 respectively. Instead of calculating the similarity for individual us-

ers, the clustering makes it efficient by comparing the users containing in each cluster. Based upon the locations, the similar 

users are identified and further the recommendation of items are made. 

 

 
 

FIGURE 3. Clustering of Users 

 

From the data, the User Group matrix is generated otherwise called as User Item Interaction Matrix using the clustering 

technique as illustrated in the Fig. 4. The users belonging to each city are clustered i.e. based on the type of location. The 

ratings of each items are displayed for similar users in a cluster. 
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FIGURE 4. User Item Interaction Matrix 

 

The Jaccard and Triangle Similarity is performed for all the users in the cluster. Later, the items are recommended to 

each of the users in the cluster.Fig. 5. illustrates the similarity values for each cluster that has been calculated using Jaccard 

and Triangle similarity. For example, from the given ratings of the user 1 and user 8 in cluster 1, the similarity calculations 

are made. These values are then stored in matrix called Item Similarity matrix for identifying the zero rated users. For ex-

tracting the item name for recommendation, the similarity values between two users are stored in the SQLyog DB for all 

types of possible combination of user‟s in each clusters. 

 

 

 
 

FIGURE 5. Similarity Calculations 
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By finding the zero rated users from the item similarity matrix and inserted into ratings table of the SQLyog database. 

the item ID for zero rated user are extracted and further recommend the corresponding item name of the item ID that has 

been extracted to the user ID that they belong to. Therefore the users who haven‟t had any rating for the items are recom-

mended to them by those who belong to the same cluster i.e. same city. For example, the user 1 haven‟t given any rating for 

the items like vadai, roast, egg biryani, curd rice and ghee rice but the other user who belong to same cluster1 (Chennai) 

may or may not have the ratings for these item. Hence these items are recommended to the user1. 

 

 
 

FIGURE 6. Secure Recommendation 

 

Each Items recommended is considered as the transactions as illustrated in the Fig. 6. Each transaction is hashed by the 

digital signature algorithm in the above module and store in the text file as one block. Next transaction is linked with cur-

rent transaction hash data and stored as the next block in text file of the local directory. 

 

 

5. Conclusion 

Thus a recommendation model is proposed to eliminate the data sparsity problem in CF. The proposed model clusters the 

item user matrix to extract corresponding features to construct a new user group matrix to eliminate the impact of data 

sparseness on zero rated users. The proposed recommendation system is based on the similarity calculation between the users 

by comparing the items. The zero rated users are identified based upon the similarity values. Items of the similar users are 

recommended to the other users in the corresponding cluster based upon the zero rated users. The digital signatures are gen-

erated for the recommended items and the Blockchain technology is adopted to store the digital signatures. The encryption of 

the data ensures the secure recommendation and also the use of MECDSA makes it a better trap door function. 
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